Miller & Chevalier Again Named a Top 30
Investigations Practice by Global Investigations
Review
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Washington, DC, October 26, 2018 – Miller & Chevalier Chartered proudly announces that the firm was named as one of
the top 30 investigations practices globally in the Global Investigations Review (GIR) GIR 30, an independent guide to the world's
best firms for cross-border investigations. The rankings are derived from an analysis of factors designed to measure scale, scope,
and complexity of the matters the investigations practices have handled in the past two years, the firm's performance in those
matters, and the recognized quality and substantive and geographic expertise of the lawyers involved. The recognition marks the
fourth consecutive year the firm's work on behalf of their global clients earned them a spot in the GIR 30. The awards ceremony
was held in Washington, DC, on October 25, 2018.
GIR notes that "[e]schewing conventional wisdom that suggests bigger is better," GIR found that from its base in Washington,
DC, Miller & Chevalier maintains a "pre-eminent" practice "that is truly international in scope, and which regularly advises on some
of the biggest cases." GIR notes that over its "long track record of prominent investigations," Miller & Chevalier "is recognised for
its ability to secure favourable settlements with authorities," as well as being entrusted with several "high-profile monitorships." The
firm draws on its team of "star practitioners with a range of subject matter and geographic expertise," which include lawyers fluent
in 13 languages. When it deploys this combination of depth, breadth, and experience for clients around the globe, GIR notes,
Miller & Chevalier "packs a punch."
About Global Investigations Review

Global Investigations Review provides global coverage of the ever-changing landscape of government enforcement and regulation. It
covers the latest developments in the law and practice of cross-border investigations: anti-bribery and corruption, financial services
misconduct, antitrust, fraud, money laundering, tax, and more.
About Miller & Chevalier
Founded in 1920, Miller & Chevalier is a Washington, DC law firm with a global perspective and leading practices in Tax, Litigation,
International Law, Employee Benefits (including ERISA), White Collar Defense and Internal Investigations, and Government
Affairs. Miller & Chevalier is a top-ranked firm sharply focused on targeted areas that interact with the federal government. Over
the past three years, the firm's lawyers have represented more than 40 percent of the Fortune 100, one-quarter of the Fortune
500, and approximately 30 percent of the Global 100. Based in Washington, DC, a significant number of firm lawyers have held
senior positions in the U.S. government and have written many of the regulations they currently help clients navigate. For more
information on the firm, visit www.millerchevalier.com.
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